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Jones|Clifford Sponsors Walk SF
saw our client, despite the fact that there were no visual
obstructions. Our client sustained serious injuries that
will probably leave him permanently disabled for the
rest of his golden years” the Jones|Clifford partner said.
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Ms. Ferrara points out that seniors are five times more
likely to suffer a serious or fatal injury in a crash, than
young adults. And according to the group’s most recent
Street Score report, while seniors make up 17.5% of
San Francisco’s population, they accounted for 41% of
the pedestrian fatalities in 2015.
Participants in Walk San Francisco’s Peak to Peak event
take a hike around Twin Peaks during the annual event.
Photo by Braden Kowitz/Walk San Francisco.

When Jones|Clifford negotiated a $2.25 million
settlement on behalf of a pedestrian in San Francisco
who was injured when he was struck by a motor
vehicle, the firm decided to donate a portion of its fee
to promote and enforce public safety.
J. Kevin Morrison, who handled the case, suggested
that a donation to Walk San Francisco, in the form of a
sponsorship, would be the perfect vehicle.
“As drivers are facing more and more distractions
– from texting to GPS - our streets are becoming
increasingly dangerous and Walk San Francisco is
trying to raise awareness,” Morrison noted.
Nicole Ferrara, Walk SF executive director, says the
organization is very appreciative of the firm’s decision,
which she says, will give them visibility and support to
promote the goals of the organization.
“Everyone walks at some point, when they are in the
city, and they have a right to expect safe streets,” she
says. “We work to elevate the voices of those interested
in building a safer, better transportation system for
people walking.”
Morrison noted that the recent settlement involved
serious injuries to a 78-year old San Francisco man
who was crossing the street, in a marked crosswalk, but
at an uncontrolled intersection – with no stoplight or
stop sign. “The driver of the car, an elderly man, never

Walk SF, which was formed in 1998, has been working
with the city and a host of community organizations
to engineer safety into the city streets. City leaders
have committed to the group’s Vision Zero program,
which aims to end all traffic deaths and serious injuries
by 2024.
“We recognize that people make mistakes,” she says,
“but the goal is design our streets to ensure that an
expected mistake doesn’t lead to death.”
The group runs a number of events during the year
such as Walk to Work Day in April to encourage more
people to integrate walking into their daily commute,
and Peak2Peak in September, a 12-14-mile urban trek
of San Francisco to highlight the many reasons to walk
in San Francisco, from health to community cohesion.
They are also working with political and community
leaders to make physical changes.
They are backing efforts to reduce speeds on city
streets, and increase walk times at intersections as well
as more complicated efforts such as re-engineering
streets. Just 6% of the city streets account for over 60%
of the severe and fatal pedestrian crashes according to
the Walk SF website. Ferrara says, “We know where the
crashes occur, and we know what causes them so it’s
really just a matter of the city implementing solutions
as quickly as possible.”
The group wants to reduce the speed limits on city
streets and enforce existing speed limits through
automated speed enforcement, although these will take
action by the state legislature.
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Jones|Clifford Sponsors Walk SF (cont.)
Ferrara points to a recently announced plan to create a vehicle buffer
zone on Golden Gate Avenue, and pedestrian safety improvements
on Polk and Van Ness, as the kind of projects that consider
pedestrian and bicycle safety. Additionally, she points out that City
plans for transportation improvements at a massive senior citizen
complex at 55 Laguna, on the corner of Laguna, Herman and
Market, need to go farther to protect the safety of people walking
since the result will be “a tremendous increase in the number of
seniors walking at a very dangerous 5-way intersection.”

Ms Ferrara notes the group is funded by grants and sponsorships,
such as the money from Jones|Clifford. She points out, ‘We’ve done
survey after survey that shows pedestrian safety is a major concern
for everyone in the city, now we just need to translate that into action
so the City of San Francisco can become safer.”

Overall, the group is focused on what they call the three E’s:
Engineering, Enforcement and Education. They are working with
the City Planning and Engineering Departments as well as the SFPD
to promote safety and make sure it’s a top priority of planners.
According to the group’s 2015 report, the proportion of traffic deaths
that involve pedestrians continue to increase in San Francisco. In
2013, pedestrians were 51% of all traffic fatalities, and in 2014, 61%
of traffic deaths were pedestrians. With over 20% of trips taken by
foot in San Francisco, the proportion of pedestrian deaths are three
times the proportion of walking trips.

A sign along Market Street advertises Walk San Francisco’s annual Walk
to Work event. Photo by William McLeod/Walk San Francisco.

Jones|Clifford Supports First Graduate Program
Six members of the
Jones|Clifford Law Firm
recently participated
in the "Exploring the
Possibilities" career program
for San Francisco’s First
Graduate organization.

Jones|Clifford attorney Steven
Bell talks to students during the
“Exploring the Possibilities” program
organized by First Graduate.

Alex Wong, Isabella Shin, Josh
White, Steve Bell, Melanie
Carr and Kenny Sheppard
represented the law firm at an
event designed to introduce
the high school students to
potential careers.

The First Graduate
organization works with students beginning in seventh grade providing
support, mentorship, and counseling as they work toward becoming
the first members of their families to graduate college. Volunteers can
sometimes spend over 10 years from the time the seventh graders are
chosen, through high school, college graduation, and even their first
job, providing support and guidance.
Jones|Clifford, Genentech, LinkedIn, DigitasLbi, and Ubisoft, gave
the students a chance to experience a career in their respective fields.
Speaking for the Jones|Clifford participants, Kenny Sheppard admitted
that "competing" for the student’s attention against more well known
digital and biotech names presented a bit of a challenge, but maintained
the firm’s representatives were up to the task.
“I think they had a good time, I know we did,” Sheppard said. The law
firm presented a case study to the students, dividing the high school
juniors and seniors into two competing teams to argue the case.

“It wasn’t exactly a mock trial, but I think they learned a lot about
how the law operates, and it gave them a good introduction to the
profession,” Sheppard said.
The goals of the program include:
• Exposing students to a variety of industries (“possibilities”) that
may or may not have been on their radar
• Helping students understand the educational background, skills,
and experience necessary to pursue a career in the industry
• Providing a glimpse into a day of professional life and work at the
company
Sheppard also pointed out that he has participated in a number of the
First Graduate programs, including mentoring and counseling the
students as they move through school.
He noted that he was first introduced to the program through another
Jones|Clifford employee, Cristina Mendoza, whose daughter graduated
college in 2012 after participating in the First Graduate program.
“First Graduate helped so much with all the forms and deadlines,”
she says, adding that she was so impressed with the program that she
served on their parent committee for several years, arranging events
and workshops.
“It really helps so much to navigate the system, if you have no idea how
it works,” she says.
Monique, who is 26 now, credits the program with expanding her
horizons. “I was already hoping to go to college, but First Graduate
encouraged me to apply to a college prep high school, and made me
aware of what I would need to get to college.”
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Jones|Clifford Supports First Graduate Program
The Lowell High School graduate says that she still
keeps in touch with the young 25-year-old mentor
who was assigned to her, crediting her guidance for
making her aware of the potential she had. “She even
took me and another member of the program on a
college tour to Boston and New York. I didn’t wind
up going to school there, although the other young
woman attended Tufts in Boston, but I will never
forget the trip and seeing what other private schools
were like.”
She adds, “Looking back on it, as a 26 year-old now,
I can’t believe the kind of commitment she made to
help me, but I will always appreciate it.”

Monique Mendoza graduated from UC Santa
Barbara with degrees in Sociology and Applied
Psychology, and then took a position at a non-profit,
working in the Los Angeles school system.

Alex Wong, of Jones|Clifford, explains
how the students at the First Graduate
program will work on the case study
the firm presented.

It’s clear that she remains motivated and eager to help
others get the guidance she received. “I thought I
wanted to go into teaching, but now I’ve decided to
go back to school, while I work, to get my Masters in
Counseling so that I can work with young people in
schools,” she says.

Wedding of Jones|Clifford
Partner Kenny Sheppard and Kristin Pelsis

Among those in attendance from Jones|Clifford
were Frank Clifford and his wife, Barbara.

Over 160 guests, including all of the attorneys and several additional team members of Jones|Clifford,
attended the recent wedding of partner Kenny Sheppard and his bride Kristin Pelsis. The wedding was
held at Grace Cathedral in San Francisco with a reception following at the Asian Art Museum. Kenny
and Kristin are transplants to the Bay Area, but are now both permanent residents of San Francisco,
where they will continue to raise puppies for Guide Dogs for the Blind.

Enjoying the Sheppard-Pelsis nuptials from the
Jones|Clifford law firm were J. Kevin Morrison
(center) and Melissa and Josh White.

“Tony” Jack’s Family Pushes for More AEDs
George “Tony” Jack should not have died three days after Christmas in
2013. Medical experts agree that if the health club where he had been
exercising had simply followed the law, and had an Automatic External
Defibrillator (AED) on scene, he would still be alive today.

The young men were represented in their case by Jones|Clifford, who
won a settlement for the maximum allowed under the health club’s
insurance policy. But that’s not the point according to Kevin Morrison of
Jones|Clifford.

His sons, Gavin and Owen, want to get the word out that AEDs can save
lives. They recently won a civil case against the gym, and now want to
make sure no family has to go through what they faced.

“Like any family, the boys would rather have their father back enjoying
summer cookouts and family activities, but they just want to make sure that
every health club has the AED as required by state law,” Morrison says.
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“Tony” Jack’s Family Pushes for More AEDs (cont.)
California Health and Safety
code 104113 requires that
every "health studio," have an
AED on hand and staff trained
to use it. Unfortunately, the
Cross Fit “box” or gym where
"Tony" Jack was exercising did
not have one present when he
collapsed, and the result was
catastrophic.

Owen (left) and Gavin Jack along
with their father "Tony" in a 2012
Christmas photo.

According to the medical
expert hired by Jones|Clifford,
an AED, if properly used,
would have almost certainly
saved Jack’s life even though he
had a heart condition.

At the time of his death, Jack
was a 28-year veteran of the
Santa Cruz Sheriff ’s department serving most recently as bailiff in the
Superior Court of Judge Timothy Volkmann. He was divorced but left
behind three sons.
Gavin, his oldest, knows all too well what his father was going through.
“I had the same heart disease he had, but I never even knew until I
passed out one day at high school football practice. Luckily I woke
up without an AED, but the same thing could have happened to me,"
he says.
The 21-year-old is now a junior at the University of San Diego where he
is studying finance and pre-law, but he says he tries to notice wherever
he goes whether they have an AED on site.
Gavin says that before he received a heart transplant, just three months

before his father died, he was very familiar with AED had had been
revived several times with the help of the device.
“Since my transplant, I haven’t had any problems, but heart disease
is becoming more and more common, even for athletes.” Gavin said
adding, “I actually used to have an internal AED, just in case.”
Owen, Gavin’s brother, notes that after Gavin’s problems at school the
athletic department made sure there were AEDs available during games,
as well as during practices.
“The school put them in every area where there were athletes, and the
football coach encouraged every team member to get an EKG because
the typical sports physical doesn’t catch heart disease,” he pointed out.
Owen, a sophomore at University of Colorado in Boulder, says he
noticed the new gym and sports complex at his college “has them
all over.”
“I had my heart disease for many years but even though I played high
school sports it never showed up and I was cleared to play,” Gavin says.
“CPR can only do so much, and if you’re my dad’s age, you really need
an AED to avoid the kind of catastrophe that he suffered.”
Gavin really feels they should be mandated for more locations and not
just health clubs, because heart disease can strike at any time. “They
should have them in schools and concert halls, even in libraries,” he says.
Both young men agree that many people, athletes and non-athletes
could be walking around with heart damage and never know it, and an
AED could save their life.
Luckily, Gavin says, Owen has been thoroughly checked out and doesn’t
seem to have any problem, but as he says, “Heart disease can be tough to
detect and you never know when a problem might occur.”

